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Signs
Noisettes

I m pretty sure these are correct. I m not so sure about the A but we ll see how
it goes.

Bm
Where were they? I do not know,
      G
Where are we now, and does it show?
     A                                         F#m
We grow big, small, but sometimes we stay the same.
Bm
Love is all I have to give,
      G
I was not born alone,
       A                                             F#m
Those little things, those precious things, you gave me.

Bm                       G          A
Where were the signs, oh, signs, yeah, signs,
F#m
Boy don t you thow your heart away to give up.
Bm                       G         A
We need the signs, oh, signs, yeah, signs,
F#m
Before you re about to fade away.

Repeat: Bm, G, A, F#m

Dizzy heart and dizzy eye,
If she said jump, you say how high?
Now you miseed the wall because the water has run dry.
Memories are a summer breeze,
Time trickles of those shadow streams,
Now boy, you ve brought me to my knees.

There were no signs, oh, signs, yeah, signs,
Boy don t you thow your heart away to give up.
We need the signs, oh, signs, yeah, signs,
Boy she s about to fade away.
There were no signs, oh, signs, yeah, signs,
Girl don t you get it back in the way to give it.
Signs, oh, signs, yeah, signs, ow,
Signs, oh, signs,
Girl don t you get it back in the way to give it.
Signs, oh, I am about to fade away.

You stole my heart,



Now we have to go back to a start,
Now we are apart.
You stol emy heart,
Now we have to go back to that part,
I don t remember that part.
You say I m traumatized,
With all those lows and highs,
Now we are apart.
I don t remember this part, oh yeah,
Now we breath into the light you don t know.


